
NATIONAL PARK RESCUE

DISCOVER HOW TO MAKE A REAL-WORLD IMPACT FOR WILDLIFE



ELEPHANTS, RHINOS AND LIONS HAVE AROUND 
TEN YEARS TO EXTINCTION.  
CONSERVATION STRATEGIES HAVE FAILED. 

93% OF ELEPHANTS 
KILLED IN 100 YEARS

94% OF RHINOS 
KILLED IN 100 YEARS

97% OF LIONS KILLED 
IN 100 YEARS



60% OF ALL WILDLIFE ON EARTH HAS BEEN 
KILLED IN THE LAST 40 YEARS. 

BUT BILLIONS HAVE BEEN SPENT ON 
CONSERVATION. 

SO WHAT'S GOING ON? 



1. AROUND 3%* OF GIVING GOES TO THE ENVIRONMENT 
AND A TINY FRACTION TO FRONTLINE WILDLIFE PROTECTION  

2. WILDLIFE LAW ENFORCEMENT IS STILL BEING RUN BY 
WELL-MEANING BUT INEFFECTIVE CHARITIES 

3. DONOR CONFUSION MEANS FUNDS RARELY REACH 
THOSE ACTUALLY SAVING WILDLIFE 

USE THE FOLLOWING PAGES TO DISCOVER HOW TO MAKE A 
REAL-WORLD IMPACT FOR WILDLIFE... 

*Based on latest 2018 United States statistics



1. DONOR CONFUSION: WHAT IS CONSERVATION?

 TRADITIONAL 
CONSERVATION CHARITIES 

 + Academic-led mega-charities are brilliant at 
fundraising, often 1000s of staff at big HQ

 + Scientific studies can sometimes contribute to 
the protection of a species

 - Endless conferences, research & reports 
consume valuable funds as species go extinct

 - Naive zoology-led projects can have little 
impact on violent poaching & complex corruption 

 MODERN CONSERVATION 
ORGANISATIONS

 + Experienced Law Enforcement & Infrastructure 
staff based inside Protected Areas

 + Often working on the 'frontline' to protect 
wildlife from severe poaching & corruption

 - Poor at fundraising, compounded by donors' 
preference for traditional big-brand charities

 - Armed poachers are violent making frontline 
operations very dangerous 

Organisations are either zoology or law-enforcement focused, each with their own pros and cons...

OR



2. DONOR CONFUSION: RESERVES OR NATIONAL PARKS? 

 FARMS & PRIVATE  
 RESERVES

 NATIONAL SAFARI AREAS &  
 GAME RESERVES 

 NATIONAL RESERVES &  
 NATIONAL PARKS 

Farms and Reserves can be any size, 
from a few acres.  There is a vibrant 
market for wild animals and anyone can 
purchase a piece of land, populate it 
with wildlife and start fundraising.  
Donors may wish to investigate the 
ecological importance of projects before 
sending money.

African governments often name smaller 
parks and hunting areas Safari Areas or 
Game Reserves, but their meaning can 
change from country to country.  Such 
reserves can be sizeable and be of 
ecological importance, but donors 
should still check whether the projects 
they're supporting are worthy and not 
part of commercial hunting areas.

Government Reserves and National Parks are 
typically 1,000s of square kilometres; some the size 
of small countries.  Their ecological survival is of 
global importance yet the rate at which they are 
being de-gazetted (turned into farmland) is so rapid 
that there could be as few as 100 left by 2050 
unless more direct-action operations are mounted 
quickly.  Multiple charities may be operating in 
national parks but only one will typically be running 
the law enforcement operation actually saving 
wildlife.  We recommend donors ask the questions 
highlighted in these pages, to ensure they back the 
most effective organisations.

Organisations may be directly or indirectly helping the following broad types of protected area...



3. DONOR CONFUSION: IS MY MONEY BEING WASTED? 
Depending on how they operate, different organisations will do more or less with your money...

ORBUDGET SAVES FEW ANIMALS

- Targets based on spending achievements

- Foreign staff paying inflated 'NGO-rates' for costs
- Top 100 charity bosses paid over USD$300,000

- Prioritising jobs over wildlife with huge staff
- Expensive in-country and international HQs

- Questionable conferences, studies and reports
- Donating valuable kit, instead of managing it

- Wasting funds on overpriced 4x4s and equipment
- Wasting funds on business-class travel/hotels

INEFFICIENT ORGANISATIONS 

+ Targets based on real-world achievements

+ 95% local staff and only pay actual local rates

+ Staff paid a fair, local wage to secure their time
+ Only vital, experienced staff, limited managers

+ Cost-free virtual HQs 
+ No unnecessary conferences, studies or reports

+ Managed, 2nd-hand kit, no wasteful donations

+ 2nd-hand 4x4s, low-cost travel/accommodation

+ Deep understanding of law enforcement issues

EFFICIENT ORGANISATIONS 
SAME BUDGET SAVES MANY ANIMALS



4. DONOR CONFUSION: AM I FUNDING EFFECTIVE WORK? 

OR

With 60% of all wildlife gone in 40 years, donors need to wise-up to naive, ineffective projects...

 COMMON INEFFECTIVE PRACTISES 
- Training and equipping corrupt groups of rangers
- Failure to grasp & terminate complex corruption
- Failing to engage community as part of solution
- Failing to utilise local staff from communities
- Worsening park security with naive initiatives
- Interfering with successful operations by others
- Appointing biologists to law enforcement
- Wasting funds while naive projects kill wildlife
- Using dead wildlife pictures to raise more funds
- 'Restocking' after wildlife killed by poor security
- Failure to manage donated equipment effectively
- Paying allowances to attend poor workshops
- Removing rangers protecting park for workshops
- Employing minimum staff to show presence
- Using PR machine to claim others' achievements

 EFFECTIVE PRACTISES 
+ Team of 10-50 staff for effective park operations
+ Experienced security/infrastructure/training staff
+ Using systems & technology to end corruption
+ Reward schemes based on actual results
+ Teams to rebuild roads and essential infrastructure
+ Using 95% local expertise from park communities
+ Engaging communities as part of the solution
+ World-class training programs by professionals
+ Buying good 2nd-hand vehicles and equipment
+ Purchasing all resources from local communities
+ Build & manage a professional Operations Room
+ Provide & manage (not donate) latest technology
+ Improve power, water & housing to increase morale
+ Implementing sustainable, self-funding systems



5. DONOR CONFUSION: AM I FUNDING URGENT PROTECTION? 

AFRICA-WIDE CONSERVATION 
PROJECTS 

All conservation work is important, and most 
projects market themselves as 'urgent' to generate 
funds, but the majority of projects are actually far 
from the major 'frontline' killing zones. 

With around 10 years left to the extinction of 
elephants, rhinos and lions, some donors may wish 
to direct their money to save wildlife at severe risk.

Given the pending extinction, donors may wish to help wildlife dying on the frontlines...

DIRECT ACTION, FRONT LINE 
OPERATIONS 

With around 50% of all surviving elephants, the 
KAZA Region is among the world's highest-priority 
'frontline' regions.  In 2016 The Great Elephant 
Census identified the KAZA Region's biggest killing 
zones, which included Zambia's Sioma Ngwezi 
National Park (280 elephant carcasses counted) 
and Zimbabwe's Chizarira National Park (426 
carcasses), the site of NPR's latest operation.

 KAZA REGION 

OR



 National Park Rescue runs Direct-Action Frontline 
Rescue Operations to save Africa's most 

threatened National Parks and the elephants, 
rhinos, lions and other wildlife which live there. 

 Our latest operation is inside the No1 killing zone of the 
No1 elephant stronghold, where 50% of all Africa's 

elephants now survive. 

In 2016 'The Great Elephant Census' estimated 426 
elephant carcasses inside this 2000sq km National Park 

and government figures show over 3,000 elephants had 
been lost, prior to the operation moving in, in March 

2018.  

 Our Direct-Action Frontline Rescue Operations, 
 like this, need your urgent help. 

DON'T MISS OUR RESCUE OPERATION BRIEFING FILMS
See our Rescue Operations in action by clicking HERE to request links to the latest video updates from the frontline

mailto:niall.m@nationalparkrescue.org?subject=Donor%20Request:%20Please%20send%20me%20links%20to%20latest%20Operation%20Briefing%20Film
mailto:niall.m@nationalparkrescue.org?subject=Donor%20Request:%20Please%20send%20me%20links%20to%20latest%20Operation%20Briefing%20Film


SUPPORT OPTIONS | MAKING A REAL-WORLD IMPACT

REBUILD A PARK- £25,000
It's easy to forget that without effective 
infrastructure, law enforcement can not 
work. How can rangers reach elephants 
being poached if the roads are 
impassable? Where will operations be 
planned if there's no Ops Room?  Your help 
is enough to make serious change. 
 
What you get: 

• Benefits include your name on a special 
plaque for future generations of visitors 
to the park to see, a video tour of how we 
used your help, and a special video thank 
you message from rangers.  

• The confidence that you ‘re making a 
real-world difference and your money is 
NOT enriching wealthy, ineffective 
conservation organisations or 
benefitting corrupt ranger teams. 

• Our no-nonsense news and further 
opportunities to make a difference.

GIVE A VEHICLE - £15,000
The problematic lack of vehicles prevent 
rangers from responding to wildlife 
emergencies, deploying to the remote 
areas exploited by poachers, running 
investigations to pursue wildlife criminals 
and more. Supplying a vehicle is a very 
powerful way to make a real impact. 
 
What you get: 

• You’ve given the equivalent to buy a 
good, reliable second-hand 4x4 (which 
will last 3+ years). New vehicles costing 
ten times more rarely give ten times 
more service. 

• The confidence that you ‘re making a 
real-world difference and your money is 
NOT enriching wealthy, ineffective 
conservation organisations or 
benefitting corrupt ranger teams. 

• Our no-nonsense news and further 
opportunities to make a difference.

HELP RANGERS - £2000
A National Park Ranger’s duties include 
patrolling the national park, 
apprehending/arresting armed and 
dangerous poachers and removing deadly 
traps. Think of the cruelty and suffering 
prevented by good rangers. 
 
What you get: 
• You’ve given the equivalent to fund our 

ranger reward scheme in a national park 
for one month , directly incentivising and 
rewarding up to 100 men for the capture 
of dangerous wildlife poachers. 

• The confidence that you ‘re making a 
real-world difference and your money is 
NOT enriching wealthy, ineffective 
conservation organisations or 
benefitting corrupt ranger teams. 

• Our no-nonsense news and further 
opportunities to make a difference. 

DESTROY TRAPS - £500
Poachers’ snares and gin-traps are Africa’s 
silent mass killer. Victims suffer a slow, 
painful death lasting days, from agonising 
injuries. Traps don’t discriminate: they kill 
the young, the parent, the pregnant and 
the endangered. 
 
What you get:  
• You’ve given the equivalent to pay 

rangers to remove and destroy 100+ 
deadly poachers’ gin-traps or snares. 
Each one kills a minimum of 10 animals 
in the slowest, most agonising way. 

• The confidence that you ‘re making a 
real-world difference and your money is 
NOT enriching wealthy, ineffective 
conservation organisations or 
benefitting corrupt ranger teams. 

• Our no-nonsense news and further 
opportunities to make a difference.

CLICK TO DONATE NOW CLICK TO DONATE NOW CLICK TO DONATE NOW CLICK TO DONATE NOW

http://www.nationalparkrescue.org/#empowerus
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Come and see the thousands of 
animals you saved from 

horrible deaths on a REAL safari 
hosted by senior park staff.

A LEGACY YOU’LL BE REMEMBERED FOR…

Inspect the ranger team whose  
daily patrols and anti-poaching 
operations are made possible 

by you.

Take pride in the national park 
vehicles, radio systems and 

other kit you funded, which is 
used to keep wildlife safe.

You’ll be Guest of Honour at the annual celebrations 
and you’ll join dignitaries talking to media, award top 

rangers and unveil signage recording your 
contribution for future generations to see.

OPERATION BACKER | HELP SAVE A NATIONAL PARK

BECOME AN OPERATION BACKER NOW

£100-250K An Operation Backer of a rescue operation to 
save a national park Rescue of strategic  
Importance to endangered wildlife.

The backer of an operation to save an African national park 
  • inspect the ranger team as the guest of honour at the monthly parade    
       • Credit in the broadcast-quality documentary  
            • Guest of Honour at the annual celebrations 
                 • 2 places for an official VIP visit & safari in the national park  

                        • Rare opportunity to make a major impact for this sum
CHARITABLE TAX RELIEF*

CLICK TO DONATE NOW

http://www.nationalparkrescue.org/#empowerus
http://www.nationalparkrescue.org/#empowerus


You'll be a Major Backer of a frontline 
rescue operation in an ecologically-

critical African national park.  

MAKE A REAL-WORLD IMPACT

MAJOR BACKER | OF A FRONTLINE RESCUE OPERATION

BECOME A MAJOR BACKER NOW
£250-1M A Major Backer makes a major impact on the 

survival of a threatened National Park and 
its wildlife.

In ADDITION to the benefits set out in Operation Backer: 
  • Join armed anti-poaching patrols on national park operations     
      • A seat on the Ambassadors' Board with backers and celebrities 
          • Appear in the coming ‘The Final Shot’ documentary film 

                  • Make a major impact on the horrific war on wildlife 
      • A legacy permanently remembered on our website         

Be responsible for directly saving elephants, rhinos and 
lions in a major National Park  and join other backers 

and celebrities on our Ambassadors' Board.

CHARITABLE TAX RELIEF*

CLICK TO MAKE CONTACT NOW

mailto:majordonors@nationalparkrescue.org?subject=Hello%20from%20a%20potential%20Major%20Backer!
mailto:majordonors@nationalparkrescue.org?subject=Hello%20from%20a%20potential%20Major%20Backer!


“

“

If we don't wise-up and start backing 
the handful of organisations 

disrupting things, our children will 
live in a very different world.  Let's 

support National Park Rescue, and give 
wildlife the security it deserves.  

Let's support National Park 
Rescue and let's give wildlife the 

THE LATE, SIR ROGER MOORE

“

With the extinction of elephants, 
rhinos and lions looming, we must 
take action now, before it’s too late. 

Help us scale up National Park 
Rescue’s operations to other 

national parks urgently.  Thank you

“

“

SIR MICHAEL CAINE

SIR MICHAEL PALIN

“

“

DAVID WALLIAMS OBE

Fellow Python, Terry Jones and I 
helped back National Park Rescue’s 
operation in Malawi. The dramatic 
impact we had proves that direct 

action and diplomacy work.“

The slaughter of 50% of all wildlife 
on Earth - during the last half of my 

lifetime - is a tragic blight on 
humanity.  National Park Rescue is 

a new breed of organisation.

GAMECHANGER | A CHANCE TO IMPACT HISTORY
A pioneering team repeatedly proven to deliver real-world 
transformations of dying National Parks on nominal 
budgets.  Sadly, it's an extremely rare thing.  National Park 
Rescue is now seeking a 'Gamechanger'; an individual or 
organisation with the financial power to scale up its 
operations to multiple National Parks, forever changing the 
dark future facing African wildlife, on an historic scale.  



Our powerful formula of direct-action and diplomacy works.  Our frontline rescue operations transform security for elephants, rhinos 
and lions; remove thousands of lethal gin-traps and snares; rebuild ineffective ranger teams and restore National Parks on a tiny 

fraction of typical charity budgets.  Help us scale up our operations, and be part of an exciting movement for change.

DISRUPTING THE FAILING SYSTEM

NATIONAL PARK RESCUE  |  E: INFO@NATIONALPARKRESCUE.ORG  |  W: WWW.NATIONALPARKRESCUE.ORG 
Photography by Federico Veronesi (www.federicoveronesi.com). *Charitable tax relief available in the UK. Ask for other territories. 

Words and design © 2019 National Park Rescue.  Produced internally with nil use of valuable conservation funds!

LET’S MAKE CHANGE TOGETHER 
CLICK HERE TO MAKE CONTACT  CLICK HERE TO DONATE ONLINE
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THE FINAL SHOT

THE RACE TO SAVE THE LAST ELEPHANTS, RHINOS AND LIONS

TIME IS RUNNING OUT FOR AFRICAN WILDLIFE

WATCH THE TRAILER NOW 

https://www.nationalparkrescue.org
https://www.nationalparkrescue.org

